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The rationale for a diploma course in Community Adult
Education is discussed, based on adult education work pioneered by
the Workers' Educational Association, in association with the
Liverpool Educational Priority Area Project. The need for an
effective training program has become more apparent as increasing
numbers of part-time tutors are involved in the project. Their
continuing dependence on tb c.! tutor/organizer's advice and assistance
in matters of curriculum, method, and approach illustrate the need
for a new type of training for professionals working in this field.
The proposed course would involve practical work in the Liverpool
Project, as well as the following academic subjects: (1) theory and
practice of community development, (2) market research and the social
services, (3) sociology, po popular culture, (5) learning through
doing theory and techniques, (6) sociology of education, and CO
philosophy of education. gn4
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(Previously published in .an abridged fora: in Lducon andUg, September, 1971).

Educational PrioritY Area Prsdest,

The adult education work pioneeerad by the WEA, in association with the
Liverpool Educational Priority Area Project, has reached a orucial stage
in its development. Further progress, along the lines syseeted in an
article in "Studies in Adult Education", will depend on:-

i. The willingness of the extra-mural departments and. !he WE& to
provide an effective training scheme for workers in the field of
community adult education.

More research in depth into those aspects of adult elucation
practise associated with the work in Liverpool and other areas
of special need.

This need is now becoming very apparent as more and more pazt time tutors
are involved in the Liverpool E.P.A. work and the WM and looal
authorities become increasingly interested in exploring the adult
educational needs of working class communities. Many of the part-time
tutors working in the Liverpool E.P.A. are either trained teachers In
primary and secondary schools or lecturers in further education with WELexperience. It is obvious, however, that their continuing dependence on
the tutor/organiaer'e advice and assistance in matters of curriculum,
method and approach illustrate the need for a new and special type of
training for professionals working in this field.

A new 'professionalism in Adult Education

Generally speaking it is true to say that the great majority of tutors
employed by the WEL and other responsible bodies are specialists in one
or more academic disciplines. Their training and academic baokgrOund.
reflects the emphasis on the breakdown of losowledge into watertight
compartments. Their particular professional skills are to be found in
their ability to encourage some understanding of these disciplines
amongst adults with a largely non-aoademic background.

However, despite the lack of an academic background the students *smelly
se the relevanoe of this academic breakdown of knowledge. Theyand the tutors are part of a commonly aooepted intellectual heritage

with the emphasis on the exercise of oognitive skills. They tend to
speak the same language oode. The tutor responds to a need or request
for adult eduoation which fits into a generally accepted pattern. He is,
in fact, very much part of an academia tradition and it is not
surprising that so many WEIL tutors find their way into the extra-mural
or other departments of the universities. For man7 the MA is seen as a
training ground for a career in university adult education.



In working class commities there is no ouch sharatimtelleotnal heritage
between students and twtor. Cognitive skills are at a premimm. Loademic
disciplines are divorced from the realitits of life and have no meaning.
The emphasis is on the effective: the shared experime, the emotions.
Conceptualisation unrelated to specific and concrete realities ie
difficult fOr most adulte in mach ccmmunities. Their language reaects
this concern for the immediate, the shared experience, the emotional
response. It is not a restrioted language except in its leek of
abstraction'and logical aualysis associnied with middle class con:unities,
It oan in fact, he very ocloueul aad rAthing could be firrther 37:am the
truth ;,:han the belf that this reetriltfid lancuage code Implies 4
certain amount of inarticriat.;:,..-rs.

Given this eituatior even the sqet. enthimiastic adult tutor ecan meet
with a totally blank -casivnerunleris he has thz ability to ru,ore.Ase
educational Asada aril adopt his materiel accordingly. This i not easy.
.Needs are not so aoarent as ir a trndi ticnal adult einoation ei tuation.
The laok of response is often not an expressioa of um-interest in adult
education but a rejeotion of ite tralitional forms as expressed. ty the
tutor.

oe'

The meed r.an irbi tutors who are trained to recognise situaticns
Where adult education oan be of benefit to those concerned. 11.0 implies
liwtamim to people, becoming fully aoquaintelwithir Ix personal and
social problems, their life stylei their formal and informal organisations.
The E.P.A. Project did mount a surrsy in a district of Livwpool find
out the nature of educational needs in the area. The operation was a
partial success but a great deal mrre needs to be known about tldhniques
for exploring an individualls educaional meds.

The social services are concerned vith this problem of "needs" ).enausem
notwithstanding the varlet: of se2rices offered, they are oftem either
rejected or inappropriate. Yet it is argcsbIe that at least people in a
workieg class community know *at a social need i3 the poor Vaily,
the old person living alma. What they Mid iifficult in answerirq is
a straight-forward roquest to list their adult educational mode. It is
not something immediately apparent and requires a great deal of skill an
the part of the intet7iewer tc elicit a response in terms which the
interviewees underettnd. r41139 ekillp asnociated with Market Res(laroh and
the Social SenriO3B eoula be ussi to sone advantage in this astuation.

Imaja.arsamat
If the skills associated with M?rkot Research and thy Social Services are
appropriate so also are same skills identified with catmaunity development.
The ability to assist residents in eolvicg some of their more immediate
social problems could be a means of assisting adultr to "learn through
doing". At the mom3nt Commnnity Development exercises like summer play
schemes are limited to the agataadiaaaspect of oommiaity involvement.
What needs to be explored is the titALtimail &meet of eueh schemes. Bow
can an adult edmatioral element be introduced whiolt will enable Individual
residents to learn how to 000upy their chiLdren in usefUl play throughout
the year? Tbe Projsct has eAempted such an exercise but what is
needed, is a much more controlled project possibly in c,3-operation with
the childp.care departmen%.

t tionapd Community D loeve meat

Aside from sudh learei4a situations, there is a wcolth e)f kmowledge and
expertise associated vita comity derolG,pent wor.k which would be of
UMW@ value to an adrlt educationalist --itt3.1.:j;.; to form lolerses1
or 'activities' in wo=king cleas cmpunities. lf the oontent of :Ault
education is of extreme kmportance in respondinglo the needs of workinp



and presents particular difficulties.

Community Development workers have long recognised the importance of
informality and flexibility in encouraging oumunity groups in our
large cities. If this is so important in encouraging community action
then it has proved even more so in developing adult education in the
Liverpool E.P.A. Tilt> ability to conduet an educational exercise in an
atmosphere of informality- .t*Ad flexibility does not oome easy to tutors
with a background of teaching in a more structured framework. It is
true that adult educationalists have muoh to learn from experience in
community development.

Diet notion beta:. C. Develo lb' I en and Adult

It must be emphasised that 'although adult educationalists have much to
learn from Community Development the forner is not the latter. Certainly
on occasions the border between the two is extremely thin. Adult
education however makes a contribution to community development.
The work, in Liverpool, is a continual prooesrof clarifying the
distinction between the two and defining the role of adult education in
community development.

Nor is it the case that the skills associated with community development
are only of value in dealing with deprived communities. The S.P.A. in
Liverpool is certainly an extreme case of community deprivation and requires
a special kind of skill and expertise. However the boundary of the Batik
is very haphazardly drawn and contains a number of quite distinct
oommunities. Some are, in fact, very stable communities yet the emphasis
on flexibility and. informality was just as important in encouraging an

interest in adult education.

rnowledge of WOrkinE Class Culture

If adult educationalists are to bring a new set of professional skills to
the-problem of education for working class communities then they will also
reqpire an intimate awareness of working class culture if they are to maks
effective use of suoh skiils. Such a cultural awareness Implies not only
a knowledge of living styles but also an appreciation of artistic expressions

of that culture as seen in popular songs, films and TV. This is vitally
important for a nulher of very practical reasons:-

i. A Imowledge of living styles, customs and attitudes has proved
of immense value to the tutor/organiser in the S.P.A. during
organised disoussions with residents on themes of their choosing.
The ability to relate a general problem, to a oonorete specific
issue common to many residents is an invaluable aid to further
discussion and possible illumination of some difficult concept.
It has also proved of benefit in encouraging people to commit
themselves to some form of adult education e.g. many residents
are keen to come together to discuss prams assooiated with
the family or the neighbourhood but these are just concepts
unless the tutor can spell out the problems he hopes to dismiss
in terms the residents can understand and appreciate. The
tutor/organiser has mounted many a "rescue operation" when a
part-time tutor has obviously failed to commninioate with a
group because Le lacked the necessezy knowledge. This becomes a
burden when it is necessary to repeat the exercise everytime a
group finishes a certain activity and needs someone to awaken a
new interest.



ii. Much popular music, film and TV is rejected byaehlt educationalists

because of its apparent lack of intellectual or e(noational

content. However, for a large proportion of the wefts class

in this country, this is very mach part of their aelbure.

Certainly suob a "popular culture" is not confined the
working class but in no other class does it hem* =hen all

pervading influence.

Even sadh experts in the field ao Eiohard.roggart now r3uogmise lhat

aspects of this popular cialture express certain deeply, Lad nytheshout

the nature and purpose of life amongat the working olasa. The poNtler

song, the film often reflect emotions and attitudes widespread

throughout working class communities. Tet very few aduoationaliais are

aware of the importance of such popular art forms and the :80: that they .

can be used to evoke response and encourage disoussion of vex" canplioated
and conceptual issues.

If we accept the point made at the beginning of this paper abottthe

importance of the shared experienced, the immediate, the effeetve, the

emotional xesponse then film and Moan be of invaluable egoista°e to an
adult educationalist working in this field. However, this imOtAm not

just a teOhnidal acquaintance with the mass media beit an etwareumm of its

relationship to Working class life styles and an tiazn ce ts
good points as well as its bad. Too hasty a value jUdgement onlupects

of popular culture only emphasises the cultural gulf between ad40

education and the mass of the population,

Certainly the tutor/Organiser in Liverpool has found every exoitet response

to some fibe amongst a nuMber of groups especially young adults in
deprived areas. It is too easily, ftergotten that although many pante
laok the cognitive skills agiociated 71th a reading culture, neverteleas

as the Molmbin.generation they find no difficulty in dealing:idth te
sophisticated symbolism of the cinema end TV. To quote ProfesewrIkntodk

in the setiond of two articles on Popular Education in the Times Eihoational
SupplemeUt "what however also need exploiting ere possitdlitiee

specifically within the characteristic twentieth century art ftmms like

film, TV and radio". There is Aothing new in sudh a demand aul im fact

valudble work of this nature is going on in some secondary scbmleand

F.E. colleges but it needs to be explored in an adult education =test.

"Liviret Today" - A Practical Ezairole of. ..1,LA.1._1Mult atm

The Radio Merseyside series naiving Today° written by the E.P.1. tutor
organiser is a practical illustration of the points made above. The
decision to produce such a series was taken because:

i. It was increasingly obvious the part-time tutors working in the

E.P.A. lacked any clear idea of what sort of adult activity to

offer their groups.

Since it wasn't possile to offer a different activityto eagh

group it was decided to offer the same activity i.a. participation
in a discussion group linked to a radio programme.

iii. Many tutors had found it difficult to sustain a disoussionwithout

some ntimalus. The radio series offered such a stimuluei and a

series of discussion points to concentrate attention of a
particular sdbject eadh week.

iv. The need to link eadh week's discussion to some central theme

was a etep in the direction of a more structuxed educational

exercise.

The theme dhosen was "Living Today" a series of six programmes on the

changing pattern of authority as it affected working clasp communities

in Liverpool i.e. the ferny; the neighbourhood; the churdh; the edhool;

the local authority and the government. It thus cadbicod a central theme

with a certain amount of variety and relevance - both of whidh have.proved

+" 11,0!. "ftnnt/Ani n in nyinvipils discussion irroups.



At the same time the series was concerned with a complex concept "9229.11.t;

its effect on individual behaviour, and the reaaons for its chaniglaNg

pattern and influence. As mentioned earlier sudh concepts are difficult

for working class edults to grasp. Thus the decision to use practical,

immediate, concrete problems to illustrate the concept.

The programMes were designed to last fifteen minutes pet to include a great
deal of material presented in a manner likely to hold people's attention.
Fifteen minutes of talk would have been a disaster, so the promemmewere
a mixture of song, drama, residents comments and professional viewpoints:
The songs Were chosen not Just for the cake of variety but beam, it was
felt they helped awaken a response to the subjeot under discussioa.
Comments from participants about the programnes canfinmmi this belief.
Many mentioned how appropriate the songs were in the context of the
particular programme.

The series was extremely sucoessful, although at different levels. It is
hoped to produce a B.B.C. booklet on the series later in the year with
comments from the ten tutors involved and the participants. If possible

the tutors will be encouraged to design similar activities for *sir group
for next September, although this need not be a radio series. licwever,

the lack of background knowledge and training is likely to be a
deterrent to sudh an exercise. On a practical level the series vill be
repeated in the autumn but extended to half an hour to include a
discussion between people who took part in the orie_nal diocussiao
groups and professionals with responsibility for some of tbe problems
they discussed e.g community development workers hooligans the issues
raised by the programme on the neighbourhood with local residents.

The Nesd for Further Research

Eadh of tbe elements referred to above would form tle basis of a training
course for w.Jrkers in canrunity adult education. However a nuMber of these
elements require researdh, Mth in traditional and actionjieseardh terms ie.

i. The contribution of market research and social services techniques
in exploring the edunational needs of working class communities.

An exploration in depth of "learning through doing" techniques
particularly in relation to community developaent exercises.

A continuing definition in depth of the role of adult education in
community developaient.

iv. Research into popular culture, its role in working class communities
and ways and means by which aspects of that culture could be used
for educational purposes.

Within the Liverpool University Institute of atension Studies there is
already a coribination of skills and expertise inmany of these fields e.g. .

Keith Jackson's work in community development, the work of the Ohild care
department particularly their recent exercise in "learning through doing" in
Gt. Georges; Bob Noulton's work in the mass media; Barry Risers research
into the "Newson adult".

A Diploma in Community Adult Educatto.

If this research and action was oo-ordinated then it would form a solid
basis for a Diploma in Comunity Adult Education. Snch a Diploma could use
the Liverpool E.P.A. as its practical tasting ground for students. Studenta
could"learn through doing" themselves by spending a part of each week in
practical work. This is already the case with students lb:rom the oolleges of
education working in E.P.A. schools.

Instead of a few weeks teaching practice in ouch scncols they spend the whole
year in the schools using the practical problsms 9*r face as an



illustration of the theory. Their tutors stay with them 80 that theory and

practise can be related on the spot. This sort of organisation should be
possible in a diploma coarse in community adult education.

Students could be broken into groups and given a particular area of
Lirerpool to explore. They could mount a survey of individual homes as in
the iarle Roth exercise using more sophisticated techniques, or they
ciould explore the network of formal and informl. organisatioroin a
community. The emphasis would be on discovering edwational needs. It
would be up to the students to consider ways in which these needs could be
met using th3 knowledge and material gained from the academic and
theoretical aspect of the diploma ctourse. It would then be up to them to
organise some adult activities in oo-operation with their tutors and the
WEA tutor/organiser.

The academic side of the digoma course mould possibly take the following
formats

1. TOM AND PRACTISE OP COHMURTY DEVELOPAIENT

( with an :1,1 eis on the problems of re-development end community
organisation

2. CR AND TES SOCIAL SERVICES
an analysis of the skills employed in these two professions to

explore "needs" and "interests" and their adoption in an adult
education context)

3. SOCIOLOGY
(mifh particular emphasis on the structure and framevotk of working
class communities. The role of the family,the neighbourhocd)

4. POTULAR CUIRDRE
tan- ysis fatal n depth of the various aspects of populai culture. Its
relationship to working class attitudes and beliefs. The use of
elements of this culture in an educationa3. context)

5. 1.........LEARNIEGTHROUGH DOING"
(an e txamina ion in theory and practise of learning tiL.-ough doing
techniques. The use of such techniques in an adult education
context. The link between such techniques end Community Developlent)

.6. SOCIOWN UP EDUCATION
Itwith particular emphasis on the work of Bernstein on language end the
sociological reasons for the poor eduoational performance of working
class children.)

7. PIELLOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
(Philosophy of adult education. The philosophy of primary education
and the relationship between the two. The relevance of primary sohool
teaching techniques and methods derived from this philosophy and the
problems of adult education for working class communities. The
relationship between these techniques and 5. above)

Stpdent Potent4al

The student potential for the course outlined above is very wide and varied.
It includes the tutor/organisers with the WEA. and their part-time tutors.
Keith Jackson and the E.P.A. tutor organiser have already written a paper
on the need for re-organisation with the WU and a new type of
professionalima fac its tutor organisers. Certainly the WEL at national
level is keenly interested in ideas for reform and both the tutor organiser
and distriot secretary in Liverpool are oalled upon increasingly by other
districts of the WEA to advise them on methods and techniques for
introducing adult education in working class communities.

The Local Authorities are already jumping on the community adult education
"bandwagon". Derbyshire has appointed a Neighbourhood Worker in Adult
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thucation and Bristol have recently advertised for three Comminity
Education Officers with adult education experience to explore the
educational needs of communities in Bristol. However its extremely
doubtful if either of these authorities, or agy others, have any clear
idea of the role of adult education in community development. Tbe area
community wardens in Liver000l were originally Charged with exploring
educational needs bnt their role has mg.:become that of community
development workers even though they are employed by the Education
Committee.

A great deal of discussion is going cm. in the Liverpool authority about
transferring the Area Communit7. Wardens to a special community development
department, in the Town Clerks office and defining a specifically
educational role for workers employed by the Education Department.
The E.P.A. tutor organiser han presented a case to the Education Committee
based on his own experience for establishing a joint appointment to work
in this field following the lines set out in the article in "Studies in
Ault Education".

Community development workers nnd community wardens would also find a
great deal to interest them in such a course. This is particularly
true of the latter. Many such wardens need a fresh approadh to
educational needn in their area if they axe to make the best use dr their
community centres. The same is trae of those in charge of community
schools in working class areas. Netherley Comprehensive School is an
example of a new community school underutilised by the community mainly
due to the traditional approach of those in charge of adult activities.
A course in Community Adult Education would be of immense value to such
people.

Community development officers would also find the course of value
particularly in those situations where the emphasis is on individual
residents acquiring particular skills i.e. learning to ran a committee,
taking minutes etc. However, there are large areas of community
development where adult education could make a special contribution
particularly in the field of °learning through doing". Knowledge gained
during the course could thus be of general and specific value to .

community development workers in this country se well as a nuiber of other
professionals working in this field i.e child care officers and youth
leaders. The work of the latter two mofeseions is becoming increasingly
community oriented with the eaphasis on assisting people to solve their
own problems.

Part-Time courses and InnService Trainico,

Although a Diploma in Commune:6y Adalt.Education would be a fUll time
course possibly of two years duration other arrangements would be neoeseary
to meet the needs of those uho oennot take part in such full time training.
limy tutor-organisers and community development workers could be catered
for 'by part-time course over a longer period, plas intensive weekend and
week long residential courses similar to those offered to shop-stewards in
the Trade Union movement by the WEA and-other R.B.

RelationahiD between the WE4.lhe E.P.A,tsWn
of Extension Studies2

The course in Community Adult education outlines abova opens up new and
exciting fields of research in adult education. It is also in line with a
perceptible trend in educational. thought and practise in this country.
To quote from Professor, Bantook again "The ability to understand
abstractions at different levels and in different conceptual fields is
fundamental to the implementation of our present purposes in education and a
major reason for thinking some extensive reorientation of our present
practices desirable". Adult education thus has an opportunity to
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pioneering, to lead in many aspects of educational thought and practise.
For various reasons Liverpool.is the centre where a great deal of
experimentalwork in adult education and community development le now in
progress. The links between the Institute, the WU, and the E.P.A.

Project has proved of benefit to all concerned. The tutor organiser
works closely with the head of the Social Studies Division in defining
the role of adult eduoation in community development and it is hoped to
produce a joint paper on this subject Caortly. Students from the Adult
Education Division have been involved in projects connected with the
tutors work i.e. monitoring the E.P.A. Show (en exercise in adult games
produced by Gt. Georges Community Arts Centre) and a survey of formal and
informal organisations in the West Rierbn and of the Educational
Priority Area.

If a course in Community Adult Education is seen as a practical possibility
in the Institute of Extension Studios then the links with the W.E.A. and
E.P.A. Project need to be strengthened and possibly placed on a more
formal basis. The role of the tutor-organiser miNy need to be redefined
in terms which place more emphasis on research and advicee on training.
Possibly a joint appointment by the WEA and the Institute would be of
benefit to both bodies. If this ientt possible then some other arrangement
may offer an opportunity for the three bodies to work closely together on
this new and exciting aspect of adult education.

111IIIMMP-mOINIMWMP=111101.
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